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Standards of Tax Practice, sixth edition, by Bernard
Wolfman, James P. Holden, and Kenneth L. Harris. Published by
Tax Analysts, 2004 (758 pages). Price: $45.

The sixth edition of Standards of Tax Practice, by Bernard Wolfman, James P. Holden, and Kenneth L. Harris,
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recently published by Tax Analysts, updates what is now a venerable classic and essential reference for tax professionals
on the standards for and regulation of tax practice. No other work offers practicing tax professionals such comprehensive
coverage of the rules, case law, and ethical standards affecting tax practice, ranging from Circular 230, to penalties
leviable on practitioners, to bar and American Institute of Certified Public Accountants rules. A full chapter is devoted to
an analysis of malpractice liability of tax professionals. When the standards governing lawyers and accountants differ,
those differences are identified and addressed. With the rapid pace of change in those areas in recent years, the new edition
is timely and addresses many recent developments.

New areas of coverage include practice separation rules under Sarbanes--Oxley, revisions to the American Bar
Association Model Rules of Professional Conduct providing attorneys with greater latitude in disclosing client
confidences to prevent ongoing harm to others, review of the emerging case law under code section 7525 (the accountant's
privilege), due diligence requirements for preparation of earned income tax credit returns, and proposed revisions to
Circular 230. The book describes and critically analyzes important recent precedents, such as United States v. BDO
Seidman; United States v. Arthur Andersen; United States v. KPMG, LLP; and Long Term Capital Holdings v. United
States, concerning the scope of the attorney--client and section 7525 privileges and the circumstances in which those
privileges may be considered waived. The pace and extent of the legal development in the area of tax practice standards
inevitably restricts a book covering so dynamic a field ---- decisions rendered this year in some of those same cases are
not covered. Nevertheless, the scope of coverage makes this book a particularly useful survey of pertinent authorities
and starting point for research on ethical standards for tax practice, malpractice liability of tax professionals, and the
increasingly complex regulatory schemes affecting tax practice.

The authors also do not hesitate to offer their own judgments based on broad experience with the subject matter. Prof.
Bernard Wolfman teaches taxation at the Harvard Law School but began his career in active tax practice and from time to
time appears as an expert witness in malpractice cases. James Holden is a former chair of the ABA Section of Taxation
and for many years chaired the tax practice of a prominent Washington law firm. Kenneth Harris chairs the tax practice at
a prominent Chicago firm and serves as an adjunct professor at Northwestern Law School. A few examples of the authors'
opinions ---- drawn from the many thought--provoking commentaries that appear throughout the new edition ---- follow.

Most practicing tax professionals will applaud the authors' views on the section 6662 tax shelter definition:

The attempt to equate tax avoidance with any corporate decision
that involves the reduction of a corporation's tax liability
does not appear to be supported by the legislative history
underlying the recent changes made by the Taxpayer Relief Act
of 1997. . . . Even assuming that the Congressional intent
underlying modification of the tax shelter definition under
Code section 6662 does not support exclusion of routine tax
planning from the definition, it is important to note that a
definition of tax shelter that would include virtually all
corporate activity may so depart from the average taxpayer's
understanding of the meaning of the term, that basing a
corporate penalty regime on such an understanding would create
increased mistrust and dissatisfaction with the present tax
system and further erode the voluntary compliance that is a
cornerstone of our system.

(If only the Treasury and the IRS would agree!)

In another commentary (section 207.3), the authors contend that a "dumb but lucky" taxpayer ---- who intentionally
failed to report a damage recovery (thinking it was taxable lost wages although actually excludable under section 104) ----
and his equally challenged but fortunate return preparer (who went along with a similar black heart and ignorance of the
code) ---- might nevertheless be prosecuted and disciplined for their harmless malice toward the fisc. While the hypothetical
is a bit far--fetched and demonstrates what many would view as illustrating the problems arising from a penalty regime
based on subjective motivation rather than objective harm, the ample use of factual examples and efforts to analyze
consequences of the hypothetical facts considered makes the book far more readable and thought--provoking than a dry
summary of cases and rules.
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Others may find controversial the authors' analysis of the following example from section 207.2.2:

. . . the issue in controversy involves whether the
partnership may deduct fees paid for "tax advice" in
connection with the sale of limited partnership interests. P [a
tax adviser and preparer for the partnership] concludes that
the deduction, which is
"minor" in comparison to the partnership's overall
return, does not possess a realistic possibility of success if
challenged. Despite the minor size of the item in question, P
is not entitled to prepare or sign the partnership return if P
knows the return claims a deduction for the item. Unlike the
substantial understatement penalty, there is no de
minimis provision under the current professional standards.
However, because the transaction does not depend on whether the
item is deductible or not, it is arguable that P should not be
required to withdraw from providing general transactional
representation.

There is little doubt that a signing return preparer who goes along with a client reporting position known to be
erroneous acts at his or her peril./1/ However, the suggestion in the hypothetical that the continuation of transactional
representation (as opposed to return preparation) in the face of disagreements about the tax treatment of a minor item is
only "arguably" permissible will probably strike many as both practically unrealistic and more than a little presumptuous
about the practitioner's role. In particular, when the difference of opinion turns on the client's and the practitioner's
differing perceptions of how underlying facts will develop, the notion that either the client or the practitioner must be
left in the economic lurch because of disagreement on the tax treatment of minor items (either because the practitioner
has to refund fees and perhaps pay damages for delaying the client's project, or the client must start over with another
practitioner and perhaps pay fees twice) over disagreements about minor items seems economically irrational. In practice,
clients and practitioners find practical ways to work those matters out and to properly allocate the risks arising from the
solution. That pragmatism is not unethical or even a failure to observe best practices. That said, the hypothetical forces the
reader to consider the difficulties involved in determining what is "minor" and how to ensure the client bears the risk for
taking a position that the practitioner disagrees with. Even when the authors' opinions provoke dissent, they also stimulate
thought and analysis by the reader and an appreciation for nuances that are critically important in that analysis.

In addition, the book is a treasure trove of small but useful parcels of knowledge. Among many examples, consider:

o ABA Formal Opinion 97--408, holding that attorneys
representing private parties in litigation may directly
contact responsible government officials without the consent
of government attorneys, is described and analyzed. (Section
701.2.1.)

o A discussion of United States ex. rel. O'Keefe v. McDonald
Douglas Corp., concerning when government lawyers may
contact represented private parties without the parties'
counsel's consent, receives a similar critical analysis.
(Id.)

o A discussion of Dixon v. Commissioner, involving
government fraud on a tribunal and the remedies prescribed by
the Ninth Circuit in that case. (Section 702.)

o A discussion of whether ABA Formal Opinion 94--386 (concerning
citation of unpublished opinions) is applicable to citations
of letter rulings in briefs (the authors conclude it is not).
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(Section 404.)

The discussion of the growing body of case law on malpractice in tax cases includes when limitations begin to
run, what the standard of care may be (and whether it is dependent on the practitioner's locale and expertise), and what
the proper measure of damages may be. The authors observe that the objective of malpractice jurisprudence in most
jurisdictions is to compensate the plaintiff for damages sustained, but not to place him in a better position than he would
have been absent malpractice. This raises the interesting question (discussed in detail by the authors) as to whether a
disappointed purchaser of a tax shelter can establish damages for a tax benefit unsuccessfully claimed if, as a matter of
substantive tax law, the claimed benefit was not properly available.

The book's concluding chapter addresses prohibitions on unauthorized practice, the standards governing professional
advertising, and prohibitions on solicitation. The authors also address the bar's internal debate on multidisciplinary
practice as well as the largely unsuccessful efforts to raise unauthorized practice objections to accountants' practice in
the areas of federal tax and employee benefits planning. For example, the Florida Supreme Court declined to approve a
proposed position by the Florida Bar that selection, drafting, qualification, and termination of pension plans by nonlawyers
constituted the unauthorized practice of law (although the same court reached the opposite conclusion on the drafting of
living trusts).

Wolfman, Holden, and Harris deserve the thanks of thoughtful practitioners for this readable and important
compendium of law, authority, and opinion on the standards of tax practice (both aspirational and mandatory). Without
regard to whether one agrees with all the authors' conclusions, no other single volume better focuses the issues confronting
tax practitioners today in aspiring to and achieving ethical tax practice.

FOOTNOTE

/1/ That peril may be much greater than the dollar amount of a return preparer penalty as the authors discuss in
connection with referral of practitioners for discipline under Circular 230. See section 302.6.

END OF FOOTNOTE
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